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Energ_
y Squeeze Tigh_tens Action Group Forms
by Paula Levy
A citizen's group is being
formed in Chicago right now to
give the public the facts of the
energy crisis. I ts goal is to
organize a conference that will
plan "direct, immediate, and
wide-spread action to give the
American people, rather than
the oil companies, control over
their energy resources." The
group, headquartered at 159
N .. Dearborn, Rm. 425 will be
known as the Citizens Commit·
tee on the Energy Crisis.
· According to the. Committee, there was, and is, plenty of
crude oil in the U.S. , but the 7
major oil companies have
refused to build refineries. Not
one refinery was built in 1973
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and very few have been built blames the shortage on the
for the past 5 years. The fact that " our energy demands
reason is that it is far more · have grown so rapidly. " .
profitable to build refineries in Actually, out of the the 10
Europe and Asia than in the countries with the highest
U.S. Royalties that oil com: energy use, American demands
panies pay abroad are deduct- have gone up the least since
ed from their taxes here. From 1963. Japan's have gone up 6
1962 to 1973, oil companies t imes as rapidly; France,
increased the processing of Germany and Italy 3 times as
crude oil in t he Eastern rapidly.
Each time the price of gas
Hemisphere by 137% while
they increased processing in goes up a penny, the profits of
t he Western Hemisphere oil companies go up $85
(mostly the U.S.) by only 32%. million. During the t hird
This contrived shortage exist- quarter of 1973, oil industry
profits soared by 63% from t he
ed before the Arab embargo.
President Nixon, who receiv - year before: Exxon, 80%;
ed $5.4 million for his 1972 Gulf, 91 %; G etty , 7 1%;
campaign from the oil barons, Standard of Indiana, 37% ;
, Phillips, 43% . In July 1973,
the Federal Trade Commission
accused the nation's 8 largest
oil companies of conspiring ,
over a period of 23 years, to
monopolize t he refining of
petroleum products. T he result, according to the FTC, has
been to create shortages and
"substantially higher prices".
The oil companies have
hidden t hese manipulations by
refusing to make the pertinent
been made by those who
information public. Our govshould be in the know on the
ernment has had to rely on the
subject. Several weeks ago ,
companies for whatever inforconsumer advocate Ralph Namation it has.
der was quoted as saying there
is no shortage of oil products • . In short, . the Committee
believes that the energy crisis
and that t hey were being held
is a hoax, perpetrated by the
back by refineries and overseas
major oil companies to, among
suppliers in order to make it
other things; push up prices of
look as though there is a
gasoline and fuel oil, drive
shortage. In direct contradicindependent gas dealers ou t of
tion, the nation's energy chief,
business, force Congress to
William Simon, said that the
give them the Alaska pipeline
s hortages were · real and
and gain immunity from
critical.
environmental protection reIn August 1972, the Indequirements. The Committee
pendent Petroleum Associahas proposed the following
tion of America testified before
actions to deal with the
a Congressional committee
problerp : immediate rollbacks
t hat a domestic price ceiling of
on wholesale and retail prices
$4.10 per b_arrel of crude oil
to J anuary 1971 and controls
would be adequate to assure
on all profits, government cre100 percent self sufficiency in
ated jobs in the public ,sector
the United States by the year
of our economy for_ all workers
1980.
affected by the energy crisis
Based on that estimation,
and expanded unemployment
price controls were placed on
benefits, a free fare _program
the oil industry so prices
on an expanded public t ranswould n ot r ise ou t of
porta tion system, an insistence
proportion to t he predicted
t hat all fuel companies open
supplies and demands of oil.
t heir books for public examinaAnother way ,of say ing t hat,
tion and studY., a demand that
would be to say that the oil
immediate steps be taken for
industry could not arbitrarily
public ownership of the oil
raise prices for their products
industry, the acceleration of
higher than they p~edicted
.the enrironmental protection
they would have had to in
programs, and last but not
1972.
least, a cut back on military
(cont'd. on page 10)
use of fuel.
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Profits Flow
by Pat O'Brien

A recent Gallup poll found
A mericans more concerned
about the energy crisis t han
•
any of the other problems
befalling us at this time,
including inflation. But, reading the unsettling results of a
Gallup poll in a newspaper
by Jeff Castrovillari
can't compare with the frustra·
On Saturday, Jan. 26 there was a demonstration calling for the
tion of driving down Chicago's
impeachment of President Nixon. The demonstration had
streets in an empty car , trying
numerous sponsors , the most active at tqe ralley· appeared to be;
to find a gas sta tion - with
Coalition to Throw the Bum Out, Vietnam Veterans Against the· gas. The actual reasons for t he
War and the Puerto Rican Socioalist P arty. At 11 am the groups
shortages instead of becoming
of people assembled at State and Wacker for the demonstration
clearer, are becoming more
that took t hem on a parade through the downtown area and
obscure.
wound up at the civic center for speeches and a rally.
The worst part of t his
Threatening weather kept the crowd down to around 300
gasless mess II1ay be that
persons. A vareity of age groups were represented.
there's a flaw in the way it's
The parade began at noon as rain started to fall, with a large
being presented to us t hrough
police escort. As the demonstrators went down Wacker Drive
the words of politicians, oil
they began · chanting different slogans protesting many of companies, and t he media.
President Nixon's policies: "Amnesty for all resisters, down with
One question that's beginNixon and his tricksters! " Give the losses to the bosses, give the
ning to emerge around t he
workers the wheat! " Nixon must go!" Nixon must go! " , and
so-called "energy crisis" is
many others ranging from the energy crisis to the middle east.
that it is a politically and
This brought mixed emotions from passerbys. Many responded
commercially sponsored conby raising their fists into t he air, or chanted along as the slogans
spiracy to fool the consumer
were shouted. Only a handful of t he spectators seemed to be
into t hinking t here really isn't
angry or disagree with t he marchers.
any gas for his car or fuel to
The march ended up in t he Civic Center Plaza where
heat his home. The motive for
representatives of t he t hree aforementioned groups, gave their
such a conspiracy is simple.
speeches. The speakers spoke very briefly and none of them
Money. If people are scared
elaborated on t he issue of impeachment. By the time the last
into thinking there . isn 't any
speaker was thru, t he rain had disapated the crowd to less than a
gas, they will be willing to pay
hundred people. As the rally ended, those who remained got a
more for it when they can get
_chance to sing along with the Red Funk Jug B~d which proved
it.
to be the most entertaining moment of the whole afternoon.
Numerous allegations have

Impeachment Rally
Fizzles In ·Rain
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election angers voters
to stay open until 7 :00 p.m.
A Letter to the Editor:
talked to. He didn't tell me it
(this sounds like city politics).
was a lot of bullshit. He didn't
I ' m not normally very
On the ballot, one candidate's
tell me all the senators were
interes~ d in politics. My main
name
was spelled wrong.
ass holes. He didn't tell me the .
concern is learning in a rather
On
the · Monday evening
senate
was
a
puppet
for
the
·
studious way. I've been at this
following the elections, I went
administration. ·He didn't tell
school for two years, working
to the senate meeting. The
me it was useless to try and do
and struggling to get an
president
charged the election
something about apathy, and
education. I've read the
committee chairman (who was
he didn't· tell me· that senators
. PRINT all this time to keep
running for president) with ·
were only · working for themsomewhat abreast of school
misconduct
and protested the
selves. He just told ine it
goings on. But I really must
election.
The
election should
existed for what he thought
admit I haven't been that
have lieen thrown out, but the
was representation of the
terribly concerned about stusenators felt that a · bad
students, not only 7% but
dent senate and elections,
election
was better than
100% of the students. After
except for the last elections.
having
another
election. One
For the first time in two years · that statement he asked me to
senator flatly refused to run in
vote.
I was actually approached by a
When elections were held, I . another election even if it did
person running for office in'the
straighten things out.
voted. While I was voting,
To Whom It May Concern:
that. And those cute people ·
Senate. Up to that time, a
From this Northeastern
there
were
two
people
in
back
Last week student govern- , who put campaign signs all
senator and the purpose of th~
Student Senate action and the
of me in white pullovers telling
ment elections took place. The over the johns, are you trying ·
senate was a picture · and a
election,
it's not very difficult
two other people waiting to
candidates posted signs all to tell me what the candidates
group of letters in the paper.
to make a comparison with the
vote for them.
over the school with these are good for?
The candidate introduced himThe election results were in ·p residential and all of the ·promises printed on them: to
· Why aren't there deb~tes or
self, gave me a concise
elections held in this country.
represent students (to the best open meetings where the
autobiography, and told me . the paper Friday but before
As citizens of this country - of their ability, of course), to candidates can make their
that, I heard from some people
what he was planning to do.
and
students of this school,
do a good job, and to help stop stand · on various issues, tell
that they tried to vote
He also enlightened me as to
isn't it about time the 93 other
apathy.
the students of their experiTuesday around 6:30 p.m. and
what the senate was all about.
per cent did something?
the polls were closed. I
Well, I'd like to say ence, state qualifications, give
: He had a different story that
A Student
understood that the polls were
something about apathy. There an idea of what they would like
most other students I had
is plenty of it at No; theastern. to accomplish if elected.
But these student government
Tell me why the Student
officials don't seem to do much Government meetings are on a
..._ I didn't vote either. I didn't
had no other points of view .
to counter it . " Get off your ass Monday instead of during the
stir something up . .. you.know,
know what was going on.
Instead of candidates pinand vote, " said one of the day, perhaps during an activilike blowing on a ·spider to
Every now and then I'd run
ning vague flyers around that
posters. I will, when i know ty hom when more students
make it move. Now the
across a smudged campaign
promise us "no tuition raises"
who and what I'm voting for. · can attend,
senators should show their
flyer on a toilet floor, as if it
and other unanswerable prayMaybe after pondering some
Campaigning on . the last
superior coolness and rationwere the footprint of some
ers, why couldn't somebody
of
these ideas; you 'll realize
minute
is
rather
poor
politics
ality by calming me down and
beast, long extinct. The
have taken a stand on an issue
and planning. On the last day why student government .elecproposing some campaign
candidates campaigned just
that would simply distinguish
of elections, three campaign tions are a joke and a farce.
changes, or at least make us
like they did in high school, her of him for other candidpeople pounced on me, (in the Perhaps, if they were run in a
aware of what avenues there
probably. I hope that when ates? For instance, why does . are to meet candidates. It was
lunchroom where I was trying more organized and dignified
reading this, all the candidates our championship women's
to .e at a peaceful meal) and manner, more students would
a shame that .I was so
will foam at the mouth and
teams have to fight for every
told me all the juicy tidbits of give a damn about voting.
impressed with Mary Berg and
growl out vile things about me penny, while the men's hockey
·Sincerely,
why so and so is great and
hadn't ever met anybody else
-like my ignorance is my (?WO club lounges around all over
should be elected. .If anything
Gerri Leffner
to'present an opposing view.
fault, I should care more, and I
the midwest, as if they were
Dennis Daley · can make me nauseous, it's
should have looked harder. kings , or Congressmen or
·
. DOOP DEAD, candidates. something?
None of YOU tried. Well, one
I hate to put my name of
To the Editor: ·
contact with, one merely problem and try to develop a
of you did.
thi·s , because now that the
stated
that I should vote for better metfiod of · electfoiis.
I
really
do
not
understand
·
I met candidate Mary Berg · election is over all the mouths
him
without
giving a reason. Speeches , newspapers , and
how
a
UNI
student
can
be
in the hall. She wanted to meet are going to come out and try
Another
very
reluctantly ex- · other means could be used . .
expected
to
intelligently
partistudents, but as impressive as to shut _me up with emotional
plained the duties of the office This system was used ·at ·
cipate
in
student
elections.
As
she was, it would have been taunts. Candidates have no
he was running for, but did not · Loyola very effectively, with
far as I knew, the only
stupid and gullible of_ me to right to be nasty to me. It's
present
his views. The only the newspaper taking a very
campaign
material
available
to
have voted for her because I fair to me to insult the
candidate whose previous ex- active role in the process. I
the
students
was
in
the
form
of
knew none of her opponents. I candidates because I want to
perience was even mentioned think more involvement would
posters throughout the school.
was John Laughlin, who listed aid students in evaluating
Transfer students, such as
myself, are at a disadvantage his credentilds on campaign candidates and also cure
because they do not know posters.
student "apathy. "
I
J would like to suggest that
many students.
Sincerely,
Of the candidates, I came in the n~w officers consider this
Elizabeth Campe
_ Dear Editor:
There has been much discussion concerning the previous
1 student government officers' election. Despite the closing of the
polls at 5:20 pm instead of 7:00 pm on Tuesday, we believe that
the past election was a fair and true representation of what the
students want. Because of unfortunate circumstances, there was
no one left to run the poll and BOTH presidential candidates
agreed to close the poll early.
Opinions expressed herein are Managing
Staff: Dan Mendelson, Mary
There was a concisive victory on all the winning candidates
· Editor ............Gerri Leffner
not necessarily those of the
Berg, Al Bardelas, George
parts, and one hour and forty minutes is unlikely to change the
administration. PRINT is News Editor ........ Jean Ikezoe
Tomaszewski, Chris Meyoutcome.
published weekly at North- Feature Editor: Rita Harmata
ers, Carl Nelson Tom
A new election would not only be time consuming but it would
Photo Editor .... Kevin ~o~
eastern Illinois . University,
,Walker, MaJty O'Gradney,
seem to serve no purpose. The students have made their choice
office E-214, phone JU
Sports ·
.
_
~'Junai Peck, Jim Feezor,
and the losers must learn to accept this gracefully.
Editor .... Roseann Poderaza
3-4050, Ext. 459. Deadline for
Philip Mix, Ilene Rothman,
Columnists: Paula Levy,
copy is Tuesday at noon.
Dennis Daley, Jeff CastroTom .Wolferman, Tom Fou-.
villari , Davida Shapro,
Respectfully yours,
Editor ..................Pat O'Brien
Julie Strohm, Gary Sostris, Marylene Whitehead
Senator Karin Weltzin Terence Leo
nowski
B. J . Finegold
Robert L. McDonald
Jack Kris berg
Frances L. ·Camberis
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'****************************I
... THE WOMAN'S STUDIES -PROGRAM is now accepting
applications for the Director of t he Northeastern Kiddie Kollege
(mid-June to mid-August). Interested? Submit a brief resume of
background and experience appropriate to this position. Send it
to the Woman's Studies Program in C-524; Ext. 421, no later
than May 1st.

A "LATIN AMERICAN FOLK FESTIVAL" with Cesar
Rodriguez and the Northeastern Concert Band will be presented·
in the auditorium on Wednesday February 13, at 8:00 pm.
HAKSHIVU - A schedule of courses in' Judaic and Hebraic
studies is being offered through the UNI-SCJ. Prof. Ely Liebow,
of the English Department, is in charge. The courses begin
March 25th and include areas t>f the Bible, Jewish History,
Jewish Thought, and t he Talm' ·,1 Register J or these courses
during advanced registration.
BLOOD DONOR PLAN - The Bloodmobile will be in the
A-Lounge on February 12, 13, and 14 between 10:00 am - 3:00
pm. to enroll donors in the Blood Assurance Program for the Red
Cross. Each donor will be insured for his or her immediate
family 's blood needs for one year. Contact Health Services or just
drop in the A-Lounge if you're interested. It's worth being
covered by this program!
.

' PRINT

Games Play On

Faith Student Center". How- groups, etc; all of these are
- by Marge Conley
Northeastern has had a
ever, it seems th at not many truly inter-faith activities, and
number of name-changes since
are intereS te d in being part of anyone at the University,
its inception: Chicago Teachan InterFai th group. There- faculty, staff, and students,
ers North, Ilinois Teachers
fore, thi s trimeS ter · we · have are free to participate. We also
North, Northeastern College,
reverted to calling ourselves : sponsor Catholic activities :
"The Catholic Student Cen- M ass on campus eac h Tues d ay
and now, of course, Northeastern Illinois University. In
ter" . It is not a change in at 1:00 (in room S-246) and
Policy, 1·ust a name-change. (I M ass at t h e c enter on •
keeping with the spirit of the
wonder what it will be next saturd ay rug
· h t at 10:00.
University, our Student Center
at 54"50 N. Kimball changes its
trimeSter!)
Please feel free to come over
The Catholic Student Center anytime.
· · There are two priests ~
name as often as a self-respecting student changes · his
is open to students of all on the staff. _Two rabbis and
underwear. We have called - religions, a nd th0 se who three Protestant ministers are
ourselves: The Newman Stubelieve in no religion. It is associated with us in sponsordent Center (but nobody knew · open all day, every day, for ing activities.
students to ga ther - between
what that was), The Catholic
Some students say they
Student Center (when we were
classes, a nd to study, liS t en to have always wanted to come
the only religious body on
records, rap, eat lunch or over, but did not know where
supper, or whatever they we were located , or fl
campus), and the Christian
et uneasy
Student Center (which seemed
desire. Religion is never about just dropping in. Please
to exclude Jewish students).
rammed down anyone's throat. take the plunge and come over.
Last trimester we became a
The Catholic Student Center · We are only a block from
truly ecumenical group, with
runs programs, such as campus, at 5450 · N. Kimball.
Jewish, Protestant and Cathosensitivity groups , Transac- We will be happy if you come,
lie representation, and so we
tional Analysis Groups, rap and we suspect you will be
called ourselves "The Intersessions on religion, p_rayer happy, too!
,

INPertorbed"'' Old
Time
e,ev1s1on.

NOTICE . TO ALL PE RSONS . INTERESTED
PSYCHOLOGY:
THE FIRST MEETING OF THE NEWLY FORMED
" PSYCHOLOGY CLUB " WILL BE HELD ON TUESDAY,
FEBRUARY 12TH, 1:00 PM S-317. ALL INTERESTED
PERSONS A~E INVITED TO ATTEND AND BECOME
ACTIVE MEMBERS.

CATHOLIC THEOLOGY - A course on the present stance of
the Roman Catholic Church is being offered through MINI U.
The class wi11 meet on Tuesdays from 7:30 - 9:30 pm on
February 26, March 5, 12, 19, 26, and April 2. The course will
concentrate on what the Church sees as important in the religious
education of the young. This course DOES fulfill the Catholic
School Board requirement for Catholic Elementary School
teachers. For more information contact Fr. John Price, UNI
Catholic Campus Minister, or dial Ext. 272.
Pass/Fail
DURING THE WINTER 1974 TRIMESTER, STUDENTS
MAY OPT FOR PASS / FAIL FOR COURSES BY
COMPLETING THE APPROPRIATE FORMS IN THE
RECORD OFFICE THE WEEK OF MARCH 4 - MARCH 8,
1974.
FOLK DANCE CLUB - Regular meetings of the Folk Dance
Club will be held on Tuesday and Thursday afternoon at 1:00 pm
in the gym annex. Everyone is invited __-.H ,_., se come and .dance
with us!
THE COMMUTER BOARD OF MANAGERS . will hold an
election of the .student members on February 19t h, 20th, and t he
21st. Eight undergraduates and two graduate students will be
elect ed. Anyone interested in obtaining a· seat on~ the Board
shoud turn their names in to Mrs. Shirley Rovner above t he
South Dining Hall or to any present member of th!l Board by
4:00 pm February 15th. Board meetings are held on the second
and fourth Mondays of each month at 4:00.

•

Are you perturbed with the
Those people who really dig
recent increase in gasoline and
driving or who have a special
fuel oil prices and the
chauffeuring talent (or, in
successive decrease in their
other words, those who have a
availability? (Wow! ·Wasn't
car and a driver's license), will
that a mouthful?!) Do you
pick up three or four other
queue up for gas with a
students each day, who in turn
hundred-million other drivers
will hand over some money to
before_, the sun rises each
the dfiver (maybe 25c each
morning? Does your gas gauge
way, or more, depending on
read "EMPTY" when you are
the distance from school) and
almost at your dest ination? (If
off everyone will go! No bus,
so, you have a mighty talented
no fuss!
·
gas gauge!) Do people stare at
The system of car pools will
you when you drive to school
help solve the parking problem
happily talking and singing to
around the school (maybe a
yourself?
" pool" of kids could all help
If you answered " Yeah, - pay for one parking sticker?) ;
sometimes" or something simit will alleviate, somewhat, the
iliar to any of t he above
gas shortage, and the pollution
ques t ions (excep t t he one 'problem (remember that?);
~bout "a mouthful" 'cause
and, it might help students to
that wasn't really a question),
come out a little bit ahead
the Vets Club has an idea
money-wise.
which just might help you out!
Anyway, the Vets are ready
The Vets Club is planning t o
and willing to put t he plan into
start a CAR POOL system for
effect! More information will
ail interested UNI students.
be forthcoming shortly, but in
With the aid of t he school
the meantime, if you have any
computer, students will be
suggestions, opinions , or ideas,
grouped according to the
drop a note in the Veterans
various locales of their -living
Club mailbox above the South
quarters (i.e. zip-codes) and' Dining Hall. Any and all
class schedule similarities (i.e.
comments are WELCOME!
first and last classes).

T
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Nostalgia
· Of

Social
History
Wednesdays, 7:00-9:00 P.M., 6 ·
weeks
Meets on February 27 , March
6, 13, 20, 27, April 3.
Does Mickey Mouse Club open
our minds t o a better
comprehension of the American experience? Is Sergeant
Bilko a realis.tic picture of the
America1'l"' •'military tradition?
These and other stimulating
questions will be probed t hru
comprehensive viewing of old
television shows from the late
1940's thru the l 960 's to see if
old television programs hold a
ke y ' t o understanding the
American past. Dr. J . Fred
MacDonald, Associate Professor of History and Chairman
_of the Institute for Popular
Culture Studies at Northeatern, will be the instructor.
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VIEWPOINT: .What .do you
think about U.N.I.
changing to semesters?

with .Gary

Sosnowski

I like the idea of having semesters as a way of scheduling the
academic year, because I feel you· can accomplish more, seeing as
though you have more time. But I don't like having the
Christmas break interrupting the fall semester.
Therefore I would like to see the change to semesters, only if
they were scheduled so that the school year started early in the
fall (August) so that we could get out before Christmas.
Dan Basich, Sociology
Semesters do allow the student more time to cope with the
subject in study, an.d I would like to see the semester system
employed with just t~o qualifications; 1) that the Board of
Governors work out the crediting system so that the entire
student body wouldn't be disrupted, and, 2) that the school
devise a scheduling of the school year to avoid the Christmas
break before finals that you usually get on the semester system.
Con:1ie Lucas, Elem. Ed.
Personally, I believe that the present way of sched1:1ling is
perfect. It allows the student the time she needs ~o~ ~tud1~g and
school work, and also leaves time for outside act1v1t1es with the
trimester being only 14 weeks long.
Carol Novotny, History Tom

Trimesters are the best possible way to schedule, the students
on the college level. It offers the student a shorter school year
than semesters which get drawn out, and a longer year than
quarters, which force the student to cram his subjects, -~nd
leaves, at the same time, some time for the student to enJOY
himself.
Tom Johnson, Elem. Ed.

.../

I enjoy the present system of school year scheduling,
trimesters, and think that a change to semesters would disrupt
the students. Trimesters offer the student the freedom he needs
at the end of the year, what with trimesters being only 14 weeks
long, and semesters being 16 to 18 weeks long. These 2 to 4
weeks are important to the student so that he can use them to
relax, to enjoy, and to live 'life' without_only worrying about
school matters.
Bill Pikrone, Political Science

I would prefer to stay on trimesters, because I seem to get so
much accomplished. Semesters wouldn't push me to study as
much as trimesters do, seeing that semesters are longer, I would
think I had more time so I would tend to put off my school
projects longer. Besides I would think that changing to semesters
would involve a problem in evaluating the credits the student
already had under the trimester system, because of the fact that
semesters are longer.
,
Nancy Wilson, Music

In dealing with the semester system, one must realize that the
semester will not end till after Christmas;which would disrupt the
students study habits, and may cause the student to do worse in
his subjects than he normally would. Seeing as though the
Christmas break comes directly before finals, and students being
human will use such a break to enjoy the holiday festivities and
ignore studing. ·
Therefore I think we should continue scheduling the school
year by trimesters.
Louis Gipp, Art

Ripoff I
In the past few years,
conditions in the United States
have become increasingly deplorable. Up until. this point,
the only, people to voice a
strong opposition to the
ridiculous conditions in this
country, have been housewives
and truckdrivers.
Under the Nixon Administration, the over-age American
is ripped-off everytime he
turns around. After years of
Wage-Price Controls, the economy is still reeling under runaway inflation. The major oil
companies, such as Shell Oil
are receiving record profit~
(around 70% in 1973 for
example), while the typical
-citizen waits in line for
gasoline, if he's lucky enough
to find an open station Also,
due in a large part to our
so-called energy crisis, un-employment in ·the U.S. haa
reached a shocking 5.2% of the _
work force by January of this
year, and is climbing daily.
You have to wonder if the
$5,000,000 the oil companies
contributed to Nixon's re-election campaign have had
anyt-hing to do with the
favorable treatment the oil
companies have been receiving
from fhe ·government.

I don't claim to be an expert
in economics, but a person
need simply to look at the
price of -gasoline, food, health
services, or numerous other
necessities to see something is _
drastically wrong in our
country.
The poor and mariy minority
groups· have had little, if any
success in improving their
position in our society during
the past five years. Besides the
problems mentioned above, we
must look at the very core of
should be thinking, hopefully
our freedom as being threatenenlightened individuals, should
ed these days. With the chance
voice their feelings in these
discovery of Watergate bugmatters.
ging incident, this _country
Perhaps orie way we could
may luckily have been saved
make our 'feelings known,
from a forming totalitarian
would be to strike classes at
regime.
Northeastern for one day, and
Illegal surveillance under
march downtown for a rally in
the Nixon Administration, in
say the Civic Center; for the
the name of "national securimpeachment of Nixon and the
ity", knows no limits. National
promotion of a new and
security is a convenient term,
responsible Administration.
which can be used to justify
Whether you agree or ,dissurveillance under the most
agree with the ideas set forth
diverse circumstances. Privacy
in this letter, please don't
is without a doubt, one of the
simply read it and forget it.
most important and valuable
Let your feelings be known to
concepts in a free and
a member of the Student
democratic society. We cannot
Government or write to the
allow a corrupt administration
PRINT.
to deny us our right to
Sincerely,·
privacy.
Keith Strand
I believe students, who

I

"

Who Cares?
In last weeks "Letters" The students were nice,
column, Marianne Henry wrote friendly and very concerned
with the issue at hand. Both
of UNI " Symptoms of apathy
stude.p.ts and faculty were
are evident everywhere and the
quite happy to take part in the
core of involved persons nod
poll. Not one person refused to
their heads at each other and
sign. Students took time to
say, 'It's a commuter school,
talk to me about their personal
what do you expect?'" I have
views and I would like to
heard similar remarks like this
thank all those who took part .
all semester.
Because of this notion,--!_ was in this.
As far as I'm concerned
a bit worried about how the
students are not apathetic. If
"UNI Mini-Poll on Impeachthey don't participate, it'-s
ment" would be received .
because clubs or groups don't
Would the students of UNI be
give enough publicity to their
apathetic to this?
events or because the events
After having completed this
survey, with the help of - themselves are not worth
looking into.
several members of the PRINT
staff, I have found that
Jean Ikezoe
PRINT New~ Editor
students are not apathetic!

Want a chaage in your lunchtime routine?
Go Chinese - Ap;erican dishes, too.
Lunch served to all students at all hours.

.3411 W. Bryn-Mawr Ave.
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courts, t he Student Affairs
Council (who will abide by
Supreme Court decisions) and
the Supreme Court. This
amendment was proposed by
Pre!]ident Dan Kolb.
The second amendment is to
alter Amendment 7, so that
now a person running for an _
officers _p osition must be a
senator and/ or officer and
have attended 8 meetings in 3
months. (Before it read, " only
be a member of the senate
body, officer and/ or member
for 3 months.") This amendment was proposed by Senator
Curtis Cheung.
The third amendment is to
rev.amp Article II, section 5
and set up three elections for
senatorial position instead of
two as previously held. The
rest of the amendment is how
the revamping · would take
place. The proposal was made
by Senator Paul Zeitler.
The ballot of the officers

election was accepted on Feb.
4th by the senate with no
action t.aken by the President
-J:te has ten working days to
accept it or not.
·
The last v~cancy in the
senate was filled Feb. 4th
when Frank Rog was voted in.
Lou Czaplewski was voted on
the parking appeals board. The
Parking ·Appeals Board is
meeting this coming W ednesday, Feb. 13 at 5:30 p.m. room
1/a-222.
Senator Chriss Dransoff,
Marshal gronaugh, and myself
were elected to the newlyassigned Election Publicity
Committee. We are assigned to
run the upcoming senatorial
race at the end of this month.
Interested students can get
t heir petitions in E-205 S. In
order to run you must be a
student of UNI and have your
petitions with 25 signatures
submitted 8 days before the .
election.

SPECIAL TO "PRINT"
Chicago, Illinois, February
4, 1974 - It is not often that a
former student of a university
donates money to that univer•
sity without a good bit of
prodding from t he alumni
association or the expectation
of a good bit of publicity plus
a fancy monument to himself
such as a building bearing his
name.

Recently, Ken Stetson, UWW
coordinator, received an anonymous donation of $238 from a
former UWW student to be
applied to a deserving UWW
student's· tuition. Consequently a current UWW student
who was going to have to
withdraw for the winter
trimester because of financial
problems is continuing.
As Stetson says, "It (the
gift) is a significant symbolic
gesture; for it shows the
unusual appeal of our ap•
proach to learning."

The University Without
Walls apparently generates a
much· more personal feeling.

Spanis'1 Club Plans Festival
On Wednesday, February
13, the UNI Spanish· Club will
present a Latin American
Festival. Joining the Northeastern University Concert
Band will be the renowned
dance ensemble the Conjunto
Folklorico ·P anameno - "Cesar Rodriguez.-''
This dance group, composed
of Panamanians now living in
Chicago, was formed in 1968 to
familiarize Chicagoans with
Panamanian culture about

which little is known in the
United States to day . The
society of Panama is perhaps
the most heterogeneous of all
the Hispanic American nations
containing, as it does, inhabitants of Indian, European, and
African origin. The culture of
this country reflects the
influence of these three groups.
Nowhere, perhaps, is it more
evident than in the n.ative
dances of Panama as performed by the Conjunto

Folklorico Panameno "Cesar
Rodriguez," which was named
for its founder who died in the
Viet Name war.
This Latin American festi val
will be held, in the UNI
auditorium at 8:00 p .m.
Following the performance a
reception will be held with free
refreshments for all. Please
come, and bring your families
and friends, for this evening of
fine Latin American entertainment.

by Paula Levy

I

the university
as factory

We all know that public education as an institution in this
country grew up side by side with industry as an institution. The
assembly line, the time-clock, the ringing bells are all part and
parcel of our public, schools, right down to the Good
Housekeeping Seal of Approval: the diploma.
By. the time one reaches college, however, he has left the
production line behind - or has he? Despite constant
admonishment from the computer, a most powerful university
official, students quite often find themselves punched, spindled,
and mutilated, not to mention pigeon-holed. Grade A products
are marked summa cum laude, Grade B cum laude, and Grade
C's are lucky to make it out to the loading dock. But after the
loading dock - what?
The answer should be obvious. After . taking part in the
(supposed) great variety of experience and knowledge that a
college can offer, a graduate should be able to say, "I know my
own individual needs and talents, and I know how I want to
apply them, or at least where to go to give them a try." Is this
too much to ask from an organization that has sucked up your
time and money for three or four years under the guise of giving
you an education? Which leads us, whether we like it or not, to
this: what is a college education?
To some, it is· becoming a Chicago Public School teacher
becijuse the only scholarship they could get was an education
scholarship, never mind the fact that they hate kids. To some it
is being on the basketball team so they can catch the eye of a pro
scout. To some it is being a cheerleader so they can catch the eye
of the. basketball team. To some it is the only way of getting
away from home, or being with their high school buddies or
making sure they have a place in their uncle's will. To many it is
the means to enter the profession they always dreamed of. And to .
an overwhelming amount it is that most vital necessity, a
passport to a good-paying job.
Ignoring the state of the economy for a moment, what does it
profit a man if he gains a job with IBM but loses his soul? Too
many people go through college so intent on their major t hat
they overl9ok other fields that they may have excelled in, or mor e
important, enjoy.ed. Too many people major in areas in which
they have absolutely no practical or experiencial knowledge. And
the established university, unfortunately~ has done little to
remedy the situation.
President Mullen himself has spoken of academic "retooling"
and the need for off-campus internships in all majors. Here at
UNI we do have alternatives to the college treadmill in the form
of PIE (including the Social Action Urban Field Experience), the
Board of Governors Program, University Without Walls and
limited Pass/Fail. But what little we have is often badly
managed, understaffed, underpublicized and simply not enough.
The · real tragedy is student attitude. If a student is not
satisfied with the assembly line, it is his responsibility to demand
• changes from the university, an organization that should be
dedicated to the discovery and advancement of human potential
rather than ·the discovery and advance~ent of social security
numbers. A school, strange as it may sound, can do without
administrators. It can even do without teachers. But it cannot do
without students.
A jar of Vlasic Dill Pickles has neither the intelligence nor the
ability to escape its treadmill or reform its factory . Do we?

'

- WORLD FAMOUS -

PIZZA fN THE PAN
··eat it with a knife & fork "
IIT"S i°HICKI

Page 5
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Student Senate News
by_Mary Berg
On Monday, February 4,
1974, three amendments were
brought forward to the Senate
for consideration. There is no
provision ~ specifically bring
amendments to the student
body on the whole, but seeing
as how you eventually will be
affected, I thought I'd list the
causes. Remember these are
ideas and any criticisms will be
considered. Just contact E-205
S or come join the discussion
Feb. 11, at 7 p.m. in the North
Dining Hall. For a complementary constitution come to our
office or pick one up in the
library.
For Article II , section 9, an
amendment that will act as a
check and balance on the
senate or the executive· office
decision-a Supreme Court.
The whole framework was
listed with five justices ap, pointed by the Student Government president to a maximum two-year· t erm. (reappointment possible) From
that five, a chief justice will be
designated. No supreme court
justice can be a senator or
vice-versa. Their specific duties will be:
1. The last appeal in any
student discipline case.
- 2. Hear or refuse to hear a
case appealed through student
affais. council. The only other
higher appeal will be through
the President of the University
of the Board of Governors,
This amendment would then
make t he judicial branch of the
student government with two
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Impe.a ehment!,
Mini Poll Results·
by Jean Ikezoe
How do UNI students feel
about the subject of impeachment? Between January 31
and February 4, 241 students
and members of the faculty
participated in answering this
question in the PRINTS first
"Mini-Poll."
Three questions were asked
on the survey. - All three
pertained to the question of
impeachment.
The first question asked
was, " Do you think President
Nixon should be impeached?"
The results were as follows;

Nixon
McGovern
Other

39 (17%)
114 (47%)

Of those 91 people, many
had more than one choice of
who they'd like to see as
president. Selections were of a
wide and varying range.
·

88 (36%)

( Includes A) voted for
another candidate, B) did not
vote al att, C) not old enough
to vote.)

Ted Kennedy wai; the
leading choice with 14 votes.
Two men who are not even
Gerald Ford was next with 10. Americans made the survey.
The rest of the choices went as They were ;Bobby Orr and Mao
follows; 6 votes-McGovern Tse Tung. Some of the
and the choice of no president stranger ones were; Timothy
at all. 5 votes-Kissenger and Leary, Lenny Bruce, and
Wallace. 4 votes - Howard . Shemp (The Three Stooges )
Baker, Henry - Jackson, and Howard.
Ralph Nader. 3 votes-Eugene
McCarthy.
However, the best answer of
the survey as from a person
Those with 2 votes apiece who said that Nixon should
were Rockefeller, Inouye, succeed him~elf!
Humphrey, Percy, Goldwater,
and Julian Bond. The rest had
(Special thanks to . Dan
/ one vote each-Sam Ervin, Mendelson, Kevin Ramon,
Dick Gregory, Regan, Muskie, · Rita Harmata, and Gerri
Mayor Daley, Shirley Chisolm, Leffner fqr their help.)

- There are some interesting
figures dealing with the first
two questions. One of these is
the fact that out of the 53
persons who voted for Nixon,
10 wanted him impeached. Of
the 114 McGovern voters 11
said "no" to impeachment.
The third and final question
- Yes
174 (71%) went one step ahead of
No
53 (22%) impeachment. It went; "'Yho
would you like to see as
No Opinion
14 ( 7%)
' President if Nixon is found
TOTAL
241
guilty?" (If you had your own
choice.)
The second question asked,
, " Who did you vote for in '720"
Undecided
150 (61%)
The votes were;
Own Choice
91 (39%)

Hell No,
He Won't Go!!

.

Lowell Weicker, Adlai Stevenson, Walter Hickle, John Galt,
and .Walter Mandale. Some of
the others were Col. Anthony
Herbert, Henry Fonda,.· and
Tom (UNI-SGB) Lasser.

Don't Need
Another ·Neo-Facist''
'

Why impeachment?_ Why
now? America is in troublethe energy crisis, a threat of
recession, unemployment .
by Jeff Castrovillari
Travel will be hard ; some
The speakers at the demonstration to impeach the President
products scarce or very
called for a need for people to organize to "stop this oppression."
expensive. America needs to
be strong in the face 'of the They should have listened to themselves.
I arrived at State and Wacker early so that I could get a good
ominous prospects of peace
and security in the Middle look at the demonstration that was supposed to start at 11:00. It
East, Asia and Europe. was at eleven that the first group .of people showed up. By noon
Screaming for impeachment the crowd had swollen to some 300 or so. Some blamed the bad
handcuffs the President so weather for the meager turnout, but a few others complained of
that it may be impossible for poor publicity. Whatever the reason, a larger turnout had been
him to deal with any threats expected.
A feeling of paranoia seemed to grip those in charge. I was
that confront us. Democracy
cannot survive where hysteria questioned at least a half dozen times.on who I was and who I wa
taking "pictures for.
flourishes.
"We have to find out who the pigs are," one young lady put' it.
"Only 100 of 435 members
I must've checked out O.K., because I was getting requests to
of the House of Representatives would favor impeaching shoot pies of supposed infiltrators. " He's the leader of the 'Red
President Nixon," s,tates a Squad', " and "can you get a picture -of him, he's a states '
White House survey taken last attorney."
The spirit of the people involved was really good though. They
month. A Congressional aide
stated that "impeachment seemed enthusiastic and knew about the subject that they were
would hurt the party" in the talking of. But after the march started, it was like taking the kids
1974 Congressional elections. out to recess. I had great expectations for .this demonstration,
Republican members who sup- but they didn 't pan out. There were numerous songs, mostly
port impeachment would ,risk homemade and they did provoke some thought. Even one of the
defeat since many of their middle aged policemen when he saw a sign that said "put the
constituents do not favor - 'freeze' on Nixon, " remarked, "I'll have to agree with that,
impeachment. Impeachment Nbon's the biggest J.O. we've ever had."
We were first treated to a member of the coalition to throw the
would set a "monumental
precedent" that could alter the- Bum out, who used his time to scream .e very minute "Throw the
essence of American Govern- Bum out!" arid "You all know how crooked all politicians are."
ment. The people of the United ' Not once did he go into specifics on :why we should impeach the
States must give the president president. All he did was use his J:,ime to shoot off his mouth and
(cont'd. on page 7) -show his ignorance, bigotry or both.

The failure of the microphone which was to be used for the
speeches also didn't help. The speakers had to use a megaphone
·instead.
The second speaker _was from the Puerto Rican Socialist Party
who read a well prepared speech denouncing Americas alleged
involvement in the military over-throw of .chile last year. That
was the problem , she read it. She spoke in a monotone and. when
she did reach an important climax, she often .had to fiddle around
'with the rainsoaked papers she was reading from and would lose
what little interest she did attract.
The third and (thank God) last speaker was a former POW who
bad spent five years in Han9i. It appeared as if he had just been
chosen to speak on behalf of the Vietnam Vets Against The War.
He began his speech by saying "I don't know what to say,"
which was almost true. He did touch on some good points on
amnesty for draft resisters and how U.S. involvement hasn 't
stopped in S.E. Asia, and talked about how we should get out of
there. Like the others, he didn't talk directly about impeachment,
which u~less I'm entirely mistaken, is what this whole
demonstration was supposed to be about.
It appears that the l.e aders of -the groups involved should
become more. organized and think about whaf they're doing.
What once had the potential to be a really productive pro~est
turned out to be no more than a little get-together or par:ty for
the sympathizers to the cause. They didn't do much to win any
-other people over to their stand on impeachment. Testimoney to
that is a typical line from the first speaker, "I don't have to tell

.

.

you what Nixon's done. Everybody knows what he's done." That
was the most informative statement he made.
While waiting for the march to start, a man spied a girl
sporting a "Billy Jack for President" button. He laughed, "Huh,
Billy Jack? . We don't need another neo-facist."
That's true, but what do we need?

·s.
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Lest We Forget
by Paula Levy

"To preserve and protect our system of individual rights under
· law, to restore the integrity of the Bill of Rights for us and our
children, and to make the lesson clear to all future presidents into
· whose hands we place our lives , Richard Nixon must stand trial
before t he Senate. If he does not stand trial, what he has done
will be done by others. "
"This Administration has proved t hat it is utterly incapable of
cleaning out the corruption ~hich has completely eroded it and
. re-est ablishing the confidence and faith of the people in the
morality and honesty of t heir government employees. The .
investigations which have been conducted to date._. .have only·
(Photos by Jeff Castrovillari)
scratched the surface. For every case which is exposed, there are
ten which are successfully covered up and even then th_is
Administration will go down in history as the 'scandal-a-day
Administration'. The great tragedy, however, is not that
i corruption exists but that it is defended and condoned , by the
, President and other · high Administration officials. We have had
, corruption defended !Jy those in high places . .. how can we expect
· tqem to clean it up?"
The first paragraph above is from a recent statement made by
the American Civil Liberties Union. The second is from a
statement made in 1951 by Senator Richard Nixon, denouncing
the Truman Administration.
What they both seem· to be saying is that unlawful behavior
and general fooling around should not be allowed to continue ih
our government. This idea is difficult to argue unless, of course,
you are involved in the general fooling around. Then it is much ·
Iimpeached a long and difficult road lies ahead
more convenient to erase and/ or misplace your tapes, sacrifice a
·before there can even be talk of his removal
· few of your underlings to the Grand Jury, make your tax returns
-from office.
.
public, declare yourslef "not a crook", threaten the prosecution
In this country,- Congress is responsible for
wit h surprise evidence, inform the masses -that a year of · impeachment and trial of a president. · The
Watergate is enough, and hope that the whole unfortunate mess
'. H_ouse of Representirtives, as provided for in the
will get up and walk away.
Constitution, starts the impeachment- proceed- ·
But it won't. Even the staunchest Nixon supporters found l
ings. The House can impeach the president by a
difficult to accept his explanations of the tape foul-ups . The
majority vote. From there the Senate tries the
courts have caught up with more than a few underlings who,
person impeached by the House. (Impeachment
added to the Resigned and Fired casualties, compose quite a
is not limited to the presidency alone, any
fantastic list. The baring of Nixon 's tax returns has introduc~d
government official ·can be suject to it.)
us to a millionaire president likely to donate his daughters ' baby
The president can only be found guilty if
teeth t o the Smithsonian as a deduction, write off $500 for the
two-third of the Senate votes against him . P roof
Tooth Fairy, and then claim the dentist bill as a medical expense.
of t his is the fact that Andrew Johnson escaped
As for the surprise eviderlce, supposedly proving that John Dean
from being convfoted by a single vote.
lied about Nixon's knowledge of Watei:gate, an asst. special
If and when President Nixon is impeached,
prosecutor said in federal court last week t hat there is " no basis
save your cheers. Impeachment does not come
for believing Dean has committed perjury -in any proceeding".
easily and conviction is even harder to come by. '
A year of Watergat e is enough - not because it is time to
forget about it, but because it is long past time to do something
about it. Countless men and women, guilty and innoyent, are
brought to trial every hour, every day. Impeachment- is nothing
more than a trial and Richard Nixon, lest we. forget, is nothing
more t han a man.

_How To Impeach
The President
by Jean Ikezoe
Impeachment! T he word brings to mind
grammar and high school texts simply stating
that Johnson was the only American President
ever to be impeached. Few people really know
what impeachment is. Since a large number of
people seem t o think Johnson will soon be
joined by President Nixon, it is important to
understand what the term really means.
This· term "is the first step taken to remove a
government official who has been dishonest, has
used his position wrongly, or has committed a
crime. When a government official is
impeached, he is merely accused of having done
something wrong. He pmst still be tried and
found guilty before he can be removed from
office." (From the Illustrated World Encyclop~dia).
We have yet to even accuse President Nixon
of any serious crimes. Even if Nixon is

(cont'd. from page 6)

the leeway to clear his name,
by following the fules of the
Constitution. Congress cannot
impeach a president because it
is t ired of him or does like his s--- -:::::.,,.
opinions. If you believe in
strengthening t he American
presidency, write t o your
Congressman, write to the
House -Judiciary Committee
(Washington, D.C. 20515 ), and
don't allow America to falter. ,
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Give a Unique Valentine
TOM ~
FOOLERY

by Maxine Levey
ucts, such as plasma, have a
surgical operation within the
How are you going to storage life of more than a
last six months also must have
celebrate Valentine's day this year.
a doctor's permission.
year? Traditionally, people
To give blood, you must be
You can donate if you take
send cards, flowers , candy or healthy, weight at least 110
birth control pills, diet pills,
little trinkets, the object of pounds, and be at least 18
antihistamines or if you're a
which shows affection. Red is years old. Donors over 66 must
veteran wl\o returned three
the predominant color, for it is have a written physician's
years ago or longer from an
1
/
the color of the heart, the consent.
area where malaria is prevaby Tom Wolfe_nnan
· symbol of love.
A person cannot donate if he lent. It is advised that anyone
The Book Nook is one place has a cold, is taking antibiotics under the influence of hard
to get a gift. The A-Lounge is
or have every had · yellow . drugs. refrain from donating,
Your hands are so cold the good humor man could put them on
another. In.the latter, only one jaundic'e, hepatitis, malaria or but marijuana has no effect on
his menu. All you really want is a warm pair of adequately lined
item can be obtained, and it is
cancer. 'Anyone who has had a the blood given.
gloves. So you take refuge in the nearest department store. You
priceless. The gift of Life, a
find a pair that will do the job, and begin waiting in line to pay.
donation of blood, assures you
However, hidden discreetly in the mitten section is a stereophonic
and your family of an ulimited
loudspeaker system that instantaneou·sly blasts the following
blood supply for a year.
lyrics:
·
On Tues~ay, February 12 at 1:00 p.m. (activity hour) in room
At the present time, only 3
"Our cheeks are nice and rosy and comfy and cosy are we 3-105,
the Spanish Club will proudly present Dr. Diego Rangel
per cent of the eligible .
We're snuggled up together like birds of a feather should be American population supplies speaking on the bilingual programs in elementary education. Dr.
Let's take that road before us and sing a chorus or two all the blood needs of America. Rangel, a member of the Northeastern faculty for only two years
C'mon it's lovely weather for a sleigh ride together with you!"
This is amazing because of the has gained enormous popularity · among students as well a~
Immediately you recognize the voices of your old friends Steve
many situations that requires among faculty members. He will discuss the language skills
Lawrence al)d ·Edie Gorme.
tran~fusion§: surgical proce- necessary to personnel who wish to teach in bilingual programs.
As you waltz out of the store humming Steve and Edie's song,
dures and operations, car This is an intergral part of the newly accepted responsibility of
you begin to discover that it's not really lovely weather for a
accidents, blood diseases, sev- the schools to teach in the l~guage understood by its students.
sleigh ride together with anyone. You recall reading in the paper
This should be of interest to all student teachers·, especially
ere loss of blood during
that Steve and Edie were closing a two week run in sunny Santa · childbirth, etc.
those involved in bilingual education. All are invited to attend
Monica; after which they will open a two week run in pleasant
·
Blood is extremely perish- . this program which will be presented in English.
Pompano Beach; after wich they will take a seventh honeymoon
able, and at best lasts for three .
,.
· in the balmy Bahamas. Thinking aloud, you start wondering
weeks. However, blood prodwhether Steve and Edie have ever even seen a sleigh. In fact, you
conclude, Lawrence and Gorme, the creeps, probably have never
been to Chicago - the windy city - · the land of the freeze - the
home of the brave - where so proudly we hail - and sleet - .
and slush - and snow!
Let's face it, the only good thing January brought was
McDonald's McDividends. Otherwise, it's been a typical Chicago
winter - with our usual unusual weather. Don't kid yourself.
Mother Nature isn't off in 'the Redwood forest filming margarine
by Maxine Levey
or-leave-it. When I look at the washed - not exhibited in · a
commercials. She's right here in Chicago - giving us all kinds of
When
it comes to art, most
latter's work, I feel as though museum.
meteorological hell. But Ms. Nature doesn't work alone. Under
people
have
strong
feelings
I'm looking at the results of a
I'm going to be open minded
her command she has the help of a variety of cruel winter
temper tantrum. That people about Modern Art, though, I'll
conspirators. So in the name of studded snow tires, allow me to and definite tastes, and I am
no exception. After an obligashould praise it mystifies me. stay away from it if it's stays
get some things off my frostbitten chest.
tory
visit
to
the
Museum
of
A
dirty plate should be away from me.
To begin with, I am thoroughly convinced that the telephone
weather woman is working in collaboration with the entire Contemporary Art, my opinChicago salt truck force. Besides, anyone who says - "the ion remain steadfastly the
STANLEY H. KAPLA"N EDUCATIONAL CENTER •
same.
probability of measurable precipitation is 70%," and then has the
••
The
Robert
Arenson
exhibit
CHICAGO
2050 W. Devon Ave. CHICAGO
nerve to say, "have a pleasant afternoon -" obviously is either a
•
is
currently
being
featured,
manager for an outdoor skating rink or simply a sick, sadistic
Preparatory
CO!Jrses
for
the
fol
lowing
exa
ms
ore
now
•
person. But I've found an adequate, and even satisfying, form of and, after looking at it, I felt
being formed - Courses begin seven weeks prior to the
like running to the Art
· revenge on the ol' female snow swami. I hang up just 'before her
test - REGISTER EARLY.
Institute to reassure myself
extended outlook.
'
LSAT 4-20-74
TE
GRE 4-27-74
t hat there is still art I can ·
Another person who makes winter even frostier is the ski
appreciate:
You
can
see
a
plate
MCAT 5-4-74
DAT 4-20-74
maniac. He's the kind of guy who spites you in January for all
A
the swimming and picnicking yo1:1 did in July. He practices with. crumbs on it after any
2 yr.Nat'! Bds . 6-74 TE
impressive ski routines in his bedroom while his radio is tuned to meal-you don't have to go to
the mountain weather reports, hoping to hear the latest bulletin an art museum and pay for the
• Taped Lessons For Rev iew or M,~ sed Classes
•
from the slopes. Throughout December he publicly performs privilege! I didn't care for the
•
Course
Mater
ial
Cons
tantly
Updated
various ceremonial snow incantations to insure an active creation that consisted of a .
• Smo.JI Classes
January. As a result, when January finally blows in, he is . pile of bricks strewn (artistically,
of
course)
in
a
small
area.
• Compact Courses ·
frenzied by his first flurry of the season. While I am panicking
There was a big oreo cookie, . : . • Tutors F.rom The Field of Your Test
how I will get to school, he is on his front lawn with two ski
about the· size of a steering
poles, biessing Jean Claude Kiley, . praying for rapid
•
wheel, that I could not find
:
(312) 764-5151
•
accumulation.
fault with. Yet, I did not find
:
.
.
Established 1938
:
Another public winter enemy is my car, which does it's !:>it to
it praiseworthy either.
conserve energy by stalling in the middle of any intersection with
Some of Arenson's exhibits _
displays a sign reading, "Do not block intersection." It generally
were grotesque. I was appalled
stalls if I have both my radio and heater going, forcing me to
choose between luxury and necessity. Consequently, I have the by a typewriter that had no
keys but rows and rows of
option· of chattering my teeth to the rhythm of a Cher Bono
fingers,
with the nails painted
gypsy song or I can remain warm and toasty while' listening to
Ravishing Red. There was a
the Chicago air rush through my somewhat defective vents.
No winter is complete, however, without the happy sounds of bust painstakingly sculpted, ·
with a green gel-like substance
giddy '. children, aU bundled up in moisture proof snow suits,
wearing woolen scarves with fuzzy tassles, their mittens clipped dribbling· from the nose down
to their little coats so that they won't lose them w_gjle' to the chin.
These are· only my personal
bombarding my car with major league iceballs. On a cold winter's'
highlights of the exhibit,
day, the kiddies no longer stay home and watch Batman. Why
should they watch crime on T~ when they can stir up the real which runs until March 3. You
might find some creative
thing somewhere in the neighborhood ..There's no doubt about it.
end~avors you like better (or
These kids are out on the street for some action. Many a time the
worse). In any case, this event
entire fifth grade- class of St. Confessio grammar school has
should not be missed (no, I'm
skitched a ~ide home via my rear fender. I must admit I was
ACROSS FROM NORTH PARK COLLEGE
not trying to get even because
rather suspicious when I saw fifteen ski cap fur balls bouncing in
I
had
to.
go),
as
it
was
an
- my rear view mirror. .
·
OPEN frollil 4 PM, Closed MON .
-Yep , I live in Chicago. So don't sing me songs of winter , enlightening and · interesting
NOW offering thick-crust_ PIZZA _
experience.
·wonderlands or frosty snowmen. Don't write me a poem -about
50¢
DISCOUNT on any LARGE PIZZA!
I still prefer artists who
nature's d!iZzling blanket . Don't ask me to come outside and
W/this
ad . . (Expire March 1)
strive for an aesthetic quality
make snow angels or build snow forts. I live in Chicago. Just give
over
those
who
view
art
as
me a cup of hot chocolate and put me to bed. In the morning, I'll
CARR'v OUT AND EVENING DELIVERY SERVICE
simply self-expression, take-ithave to drive to school in this mess.

Bilingual Notice

.- ------------------------J:

That's The Way The
Art Crumbles -. ..
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•
•
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LINO'S
PIZZA

478-3585

3300 W. FOSTER .AVElt
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A Tough Act
to Follo.r
After two years at Northeastern, I finally went with a
winner- the English Trimester
'73. Being fairly well acquainted wit h our English depart ment, I ·would rate my
experience as :
A. good
B .. fair
C. bad
D. all of t he above
Not so with the trimester.
To sum it up briefly, the
course was an experience and
an excellent one at t hat.
"What the hell is an English
Trimest er?" you ask. It was
one course which met for eight
hours a week, for a total of 12
credit hours. Beginning with
Beowulf and ending with
Shakespeare, 16 weeks later,
the course covered almost
forty · books, some long and
some short , poetry, plays and
prose.
Anyone who knows Harry
Hild, Tom Hoberg, and Don
Hoffman knows that they are
coming from different directions. Harry's bag is Shakespeare, Tom 's is Myth, God and
Man, and Don is Chaucer and
the concept of "Courtly Love".
The course was actually a
composition of all this and
much -more.
Top Stars on the hit parade,
included: Dorothy Patton on
Ovid, Audrey Reynolds and
linguistics, Bob Gilbert and
the scientific revolution and

t,he mad scientist, Paul Poskozim on .1~.lchemy giving lectures that coincided with class
readings. Bill Shutt and Jean
Gillies also did their thing with
slides and music relevant to
the medieval era.
The class was fairly large,
about fifty students, so the
Classroom Building Auditorium was used for the lectures
and the showing of Harry
Hild's home-made movie, "All
in the Garden Green, " a satire
on "country love."
The large class was broken
down into smaller groups of
about eighteen students in
order to stimulate group
discussion. At times even
smaller groups were arranged.
There were no exams to
speak of and grades depended
upon group discussion and
enthusiasm. Students were
free to do anything, within
reason, for their final projects,
some did art projects, class
presentations or written papers. Students could do one
project or five, whatever he
felt necessary.
Tom even went as far as to
arrange a group tour of the
Newberry Library and make
the necessary arrangements
for the students to use its
facilities if they cared to.
You ask, "Was the class
good, was it a success?" . ' The
unanimous answer would be
" YES ". Friday nights stu-

dents gathered at the Treffpunkt Restaurant, along with .
the 3 H 's in order to exchange
ideas and air opinions, Harry,
Don and Tom ~elcomed all
opinions, good or bad. Another
reason for its success: respect
anc! recognition were granted
not only student to instructor
but instructor to student as
well.
Did__you ever have a class
where the i nstructors were
available any time, night or
day? The 3 H 's were -always
ready and at the students
disposal whenever needed.
It has been said that a new
trimester is forming in Septemi.er '74 to extend into
March. A two semester deal,
six hours each, concerning
classical poetry. If you enjoy
intense involvement and don't
mind putting your foot in your ·
mouth occassionally, take the
trimester in September. It's a
good background for all liberal
arts majors.
Actually, I'm looking ·forward to this new trimest er to
see if it cracks up to t he old
one. It could be that Tom, Don
and Harry were lucky, but I
doubt it. They went through
alot of sweat to present a class
that was educational as well as
fun. HATS OFF to the 3H's.
A follow-up act to Trimester
'73 will be a tough act for
. anyone to follow .
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hujambo

rafiki
by Marylene Whitehead
HARAMBEE ! HARAMBEE !
HARAMBEE!!
.. ...is the ancestral call all over
the world that this period in
February be one of celebrat ion
in oneness.
It is a time of deep
thought. . .where we have
been... where we are... where
we are going.
.It is a time of sadness as
well as joy; it is a time to be
happy , renewed, strengthened
·and jubilant in the awa; eness
of our heritage, . rich in
determination . THE UNSTOP-ABLE PEOPLE .
The assassination of our
most recent contemporary,
international Afrikan leader,
Ruwa Chiri in New York, hurts
a hurt that belays verbal
description . .. yet it is another
reminder that in the land of
the free-e•ee. . .
Plans and preparations are
now underway here at North-

eastern for t he Week of
February 18·22, 1974. Faculty,
Students and Employees (Center for Inner City Studies, also
are ·welcomed and encouraged
to share ideas , talents and
support.
Our agneda includes a show
consisting of Hist orical readings , poetry, dances , songs, .
music, art, photography and
more (with donations of fifty
cents being . sent to those
suffering from the drought in
the Motherland): Possible F ilm
night etc.
LISTEN .. .SHH!!. . .CAN
you hear the d;.um from the
Motherland , A frika.
.it
sounds like. . .HARAM BEE!!
. .. HARAMBEE!!!. .. In the
Office Annex , leave word
where you can be immediately
contacted by George Ross,
Black Heritage President,
John Beard, Jeffrey Hart or
Marylene Whitehead.
ASANTE SANA! !!

NEEDLEPOINT-FREE LESSONS

YARN'N STUFF
3243 W. BRYN MAWR
588-8663

CREWEL

RUG-HOOKING

register for 111ini U
THE OCCULT : FACT OR
FANCY
Wednesdays, 7:30·9 :30 P .M ., 8
. weeks
Meets on February 27 , March
6, 13, 20, 27, April 3, 10, 17.
What is the Occult ? What is
ESP? Do you have ESP? Are
there such things as psychic
experi~nces? Learn the an·

:
*

*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

*
*

*
*

swers to these questions and
answers to other mysteries
about the unknown , the
unheard of, or the " dared to be
explored". This course will be
presented thru the· viewpoints
of various guest speakers who
are practicing occultists. Mr.
Lee Darrow, a professional
hypnotist, will be the modera•
tor.

During the winter trimester,
·the UNI Alumni Association *
will continue to present a new *
*
concept in educational pro• *
gramming, "Mini U." - a *
mini university within the *
*
university.
*
To register, please fill out *
the coupon. Late registration **
will be held on the first night *
of every class. To find out **
where ~s registration will be :
held, please call 583·4050, ext. / *
272.

BELLY DANCING
If you can answer· "yes" to
Thursdays, 7:00·8:00 P.M., 6
any of these quest ion.,, t hen
weeks
this is the course for you . This
Meet s on February 28, March
course will teach you the basic
y, 14, 21 , 28, April 4.
- movements of belly dancing~
You will need to provide a two
Are You a 11·ttle out of shape
piece outfit for the class , a
after all of the holiday
bathing. suit is perfect . Ms.
festivities? Or are you looking
Ferne Szulc, a teacher of belly
for Something different to do?
dancing, will be the instructor.

Name
(last)

(first)

(middle)

Street
City .................................................... State ............................ Zip ............... .
Telephone Number ......................................................................................... .

I Am Regist~ring for: (Please Check Appropriate Spaces.)
........... . Belly Dancinij - $15.00
............ Catholic Theology - $15.00
............ Let's Lose Weight! Let's Take It Off! - $15.00
............ Needlepoint for Beginners - $ 15.00

c/o Alumni Office "Mini U."
Northeastern Illinois University
5500 N. St. Louis Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60625

............Old Time Television: Nostalgia or Social History - $20.00
............ The Occult: Fact or Fancy - $15.00

I Am Enclosing $ ........................... .

NEEDLEPOINT FOR BE·
GINNERS
Wednesdays, 7:00·8:00 P .M ., 6
Weeks
Meet s on February 27 , March
6, 13, 20, 27, April 3.

This course is designed for
someone who has never done
needlepointing, but who wants
to learn how to do it. You will
learn the basic continental
stitch, how to design your own
needlepoint and transfer it to
canvas, and how to block the
finished product. Some mater·
ials will be provided. Miss
Leslie Auerbach, a needlepoint
enthuiast, will be the instruc·
tor.
CATHOLIC THEOLOGY
Tuesdays, 7:30·9:30 P .M ., 6
weeks
Meets on February 26, March
5, 12, 19, 26, April 2.

This course will be a study of
the present stance of the
Roman Catholic Church on
what is oelieves and the
doctrinal formulation of that
faith.
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Simon's office, shortly after
gaining control over oil pricing
by the administration, lifted
all controls on the pricing of oil
products. After this p rice
decontrolling, oil immediat t,i y
rose more than twicF n, ·
el
the petroleum estilm. .
;n
1972 ta be the necessary
amount for self sufficiency.
Due to these price restrictions
being lifted, the oil 1. industry
was able to increase their
prices 100 percent higher t han
they said they would need to
by 1980.
One of the side effects of
this action t hat is quickly
becoming a major issue is the
Independent Trucker's strike.
The independent truckers have
closed down much of their
operations because the price
controls on freight charges
were maintained while the
prices they have to pay for fuel
more than doubled. One of the
TV new:; programs pointed out
that diese1 fuel rose from about
21c per gallon t9 48c in only
two months.
Recent probes have shown
that no one in the Nixon
administration can offer any
justification for the \j umps in
either what they are calling
"old oil" of "new oil" . The
distinction doesn 't seem to be
very clear to anyone and

gorl'
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probably doesn't make any
difference to the consumer
anyway, because all oil, both
old and new is selling for more
l than twice the level the oil
industry estimated a year ago
to be necessary for maximum
self-sufficiency.
Most of the major oil
producers maintain that they
can't help the prices of oil, yet
the seven largest oil companies
reported their profits have
increased by 46 percent for the
first three quarters of 1973.
When questioned by a Senate
subcommittee, the officials of
these companies said the main
reasons for the surge in profits
was the increase in prices of
crude oil that is exempt from
price control.
·
According to one senator,
Henry M. Jackson, the administration feels the way to
eliminate the fuel shortage is
to increase prices. According
to Jackson, the philosophy is .
apparent in Nixon's so-called
windfall profits tax proposal,
" which is not a profits tax at
all, but an excise tax on crude
oil that would be passed
directly on to consumers."
If the above statements are
correct, t he implication would
be that the Nixon administration is trying to eliminate the
fuel shortage by making oil
products unavailable to those
not able to afford them.

Coming
Soon!
.
'

.

Job Fair, Redwood
Lan Concert,
WRNE Events, and
the Parental
School Report!
'M-ake a~child happy

Sports -(cont'd. from
. page 12)

Ice Eagles;
Bobo That's
A No-No!

... 1 don't
really know

€VER<,lthing.

The Northeastern Golden
Ice Eagles weren 't exactly
sparkling this past weekend.
Hampered by a less than full
team, UNI dropped two games
against _Lewis University and
Illinois Benedicting College.
Friday night, against Lewis,
the UNI
skaters kept the
game close during the first two '
periods. In the third period the
defense broke down, goaltender Art Kasak was removec;l
. from the game for arguing
with the referee (10 mins, for

Nonetheless,
there are •

a coupla things
·1 don't know.

misconduct). Goal-tender Bob
Dunn gave up 5 ·goals in 5
minutes. . .Lewis won.
Saturday the UNI squad
came out pretty slow and
Benedictine capitalized on our
mis takes . The goal-tending
was split due to an injury to
Art Kasak who started the
game. The only win Northeastern had Saturday came- from
defenseman Bob "Bobo" Hessberger. Unfortunately, " Bobo"
was thrown out of the game
for giving an I.B.C. player a
beating.

Women Learn Art o_f
One.:Whether "oward "'1ghes
lives ... & if so, where 1
Two,~ ~in' thru , .
th' · ~ Clic:hard
~~
~ ? ,/ >
V

Judging Gymnastics
learn-

,. Women interested in
ing to judge gymnastics are
invited to participate in a
non-credit judging class which
me,ets once a week for one
hour. There are two convenient
sessi.ons; one at 11 :00 a.m. on
Tuesday, another at 2:00 p.m.
Thursday.

The . course will incluae
·general FIG-UEGF regulations regarding behavior of
judges, coaches arid gymnast
as well as compulsory and
optional routines. Come study
with us and prepare for the
rating exam to be helcl April 6.
For further ·information call
JU 3-4050 Ext. 481.

~

child· in· a troub_l_ed home is a
lonely child, an cUnhapp.y.,child.
... ~· :

~
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~
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•
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CRUSADE/ OF MERCY
works for all of us

Hi
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·CLASSIFIEDS
FOR TRADE: Epiphone 12
string elec. 8 yrs. old. Two
pickups, mint condition, incredible action. Would like to .
trade for acoustic six-string of
equal value. 274-4534.

For Sale
FOR SALE: Dan Armstrong, Ampeg 6 string . electric lead
Guitar. 2 pick-up, country 1
rock, $225.00. Call 276-5180.

Dear One Eye:
Found one brown contact
lens in B-wing. For more info.
contact Frank Glassner, Student Services, ~xt. 325.

Lewyt vacuum cleaner for sale
cheap. Call 588-6662.
FOR SALE: Smith Corona
Portable Elec. Typewriter.
Like new. Asking $100. Paid
$175. 27 4-4534. Evenings.

.

pregnancy and would consider
allowing the infant to be
adopted by a young couple
who cannot have any children
of their own, please contact the
people in Room 4-080, ext.
8368. The matter will be
handled in strictest confidence
and entirely· according to legal
proceedings. All medical and
hospital expenses will be paid
by the adopting parents.

FOR SALE: Delta 88-72
conv. P.S. P.B., P.W., Rad.,
Heat, Defogger. Wht & Bm,
why int., Low Mileage. Very
good cond. 14 mpg $2350.
345-7277.
. FOR SALE: Chrysler Imperial, 39,000 miles. Very reasonable. Dr. Widen. Home:
583-0476m Office: 4-054. If
out, leave message in mailbox
or with Special Ed. Dept.
FOR SALE: 1972 Chevrolet
Nova 10,000· miles. . Power
Steering Power Disc Brakes,
Automatic Transmission, 6
cylinder-250 Radio, Belted
Whitewalls, and undercoating.
Gold with side protective
molding. Like Brand New!
Ask for Ron or leave message.
Weekdays , after 6 p.m .,
Weekends-any time; 2274558 or 282-2316. $2350

------------

BABY . If you - are a
pregnant woman, or know of
one who wishes to complete a

FOUND: A ladies wallet in
the cafeteria of the classroom
building during the last week
of last trimester. For more
info. call Carol at 453-8500.

Personals
The :Veterans coordinators
Beer Sip will be held in the
north dining hall on the 22 of
Feb., at 3:00. It will not be in
the Unicom as reported in the
last PRINT. The beer is still
free to all veterans and their
ladies.
ENGLISH TRIMESTER '73
Held over by special request. Be at Hogen's, 4650
Lincoln, Feb. 8, 5 p.m. till
dusk. Attend Walter Van Der
Vogel's birthday party of the
century. Also many hugs and
kisses to Tom Hoberg who was
voted Faculty Member of the
year by a unanimous decision.

.JolJs

For the Fall
I feel my- limbs liven always at this contrary time,

Mon ., Feb. 11: ROBIN
HOOD, Children's Theater,
Feb. 12-April 5 Aud., 10 a.m.
Blood Drive, Feb. 12-14,
A-Lounge. Senior Voice Recital, Aud., 8 p.m.
Tues., Feb. 12: "Who Killed
J .F .K. ?" Lecture/film$discussion, Aud., 1 p.m. Slaughterhouse Five, film, Aud. 7:30.
Wed., Feb. 13: Further
Perils of Laurel and Hardy,
film Unicorn, noon. Panaman- .
ian Folk Dance, Aud. 7:30.
Thu., Feb. 14: Remember
the Blood Drive! UNI Jazz
Ensemble, 1 p.m.,. Aud. Fun
Nite, Gym, 6:30-9:00
.
Fri., Feb. 15: Basketball,
home, NIU vs St. Francis, 8
p.m.
Mon., Feb. 18: Contemporary Arts Quartet, Aud. , 8 p.m.
Tue., Feb. 19: Mike Williams, Folk and comedian,
Unicorn, 1 p.m. Silent · Running & No Blade, Aud., 7:30.
Wed., Feb. 20: To Be or Not
To Be, Unicorn, noon Phi Mu
Alpha Concert, Aud.,- 8 p.m.
Thu., Feb. 21: Solo Concert,
Free, Aud. 1 p.m.

as if the old ice fingers I know so deep
are needed to nudge the comfort away,
to give reason to movement.
The dying, the dying
is the motif of the season,
yet I breathe,
,
as if the Josing life from countless corners in this shrinking time
transfe"ed all to '!lY side
in the expiration of the seasons.
The coldness is a defining boundary,
embracing up the eminance inside,
nascent,
nurtured by contrast by the bite
of the turning-over hours.
One rises awesome
like the low storm,
brood and glow over indoor candles.
The colors are orange,
singed by the lowering fires,
grey
browned by the offering fullness
of finishing fertility.
All things of 'matter
come to meaning in this time before the close. ·
They all congeal
·
in these .spare months,
a certain sameness in their faces.
And ~he color is black,
in this counting-up time,
black b,:acing up all grimaces
. against the vacant breath of death,
· cobra 1hooding.
·
R. Lewin

•

ARTIST for sketch, lettering
pasteup job. Call Marge
Bicknell 478-1062 or 786-8770. -

Send the'FTD
LoveBundie™ and the
Extra Touch'" of
Joie de Fleur"' perfume.

•

MALE - FEMALE: Share 3
bdrm. townhouse, nr. Lake,
6300 N. 1700 W. , won rm.,
central air cond. , dishwasher,
gd. trans., shopping, parking.
$73.25 mo. + utils. Call bef.
11 :30 pm 973-6792.

---~--=0 ·
'

VNl-l'ERSE

Calendar
of ~vents

PART TIME student aide to
work in . Art Dept. for winter
trimester. Must be willing to
work full time during summer.
Preferably art major. See Mr.
Wallie, Art. Dept.

4 room apartment for rent one
block from UNI rent $156.00
per month available April 1.
Contact Mrs. McKendrick in •
Record Office.

\\ "'.:_. ...

iiil!!!!!!!!!_II

A~REMENDOUSSAABSTORY

\
I

When she's the"'

~

and you're here
and it's Valentine's Day,
send her the FfD
LoveBundle Bouquet
-tender blossoms
and a satin
heart sachet with a
capsule of FfD's ~
>.
exclusive new ~~ · ·
perfume, Joie de~
Fleur.. Call or visit your
FfD Florist today. He can
send your flowers across the
street or across the country. ·

CALL TERRY McFARLANE FOR DETA iLS
Uwally a.allable rm less

769-3939
NEW, USED & DEMOS AVAILA BL E

!

I
I

BROADWAY SAAB 6019 ~J. BROADWAY i
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,·,As an independent businessman, each
TTD Member Florist sets his own prices.
©1974 Florists' Trans world Delivery. Association.

· 'Your E.,tra Touch Florisr·
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U.N.I. SPORTS
VARSITY

Eagles Smash CSU

BASKETBALL

vs,
TRINITY

anil Ill. Pod·i atry

I

CHRISTIAN
for

With a 109-88 victory over
Chicago State U 11iversity Tuesday, January 29, and a home
triumph over Illinois College of
Podiatric Medicine Friday,
·February 1, by a 110-85 score
the Northeastern J.V. increased their current winning
streak to eight · games. Jeff
Johnson led the scoring
against Chicago State, a team
w!tlch is 0-3 against North- .
eastern this year, with 24
points. Dan Pawlik contributed 20 points by making 10 of
12 shots from the field and
Paul Gruss added 16 more.
Northeastern held a slim 46-42
half time lead but outscored
CSU 63-46 in the second half
as the entire squad played.
Against the Illinois College
of Podiatric Medicine, the

Junior Varsity commanded an
early first half advantage and
finished the period with a
62-42 lead. This early lead
enabled Coach Di Vincent to
give his second string valuable
playing tiine. Leading the subs
in scoring was "Friendly" Lou
· Bertuca with 16 points.
Vincent Robinson and Dan
Pawlik had 12 apiece, Reggie
Williams 10, Gary Briars
tossed in 5 and Tom Lonis
made a · field goal. Both
victories were tarnished by the
Junior Varsity's continued
dismal performance from the
free throw line.
.
Their next home game will
be against the Federation of
Police, Friday, February 15, at
5:30 pm.

TITLE IN
CONFERENCE
SAT., FEB. 9
in

UNI GYM

(Photo by Roseann Podraza)

Guzie's Girls Squeeze To Win
by Dennis Daley
My hands hurt. I had no
fingernails - left. Eighteen secconds left in the game, and
Concordia had the ball and
trailed Northeastern's girls by,
three points. In those eighteen
seconds Concordia won both
jump balls, grabbed all other
rebounds, and took three
shots. Of the final eighteen

seconds, Northeastern had
possession of the ball once, for
exactly one second, the final/
second. Northeastern won,
44-43.
Northeastern started hot
and were lucky they did,
because Concordia would have
wiped a slower
off the
court; In fact, Concordia began
the second quarter with an
avalanche of points, mauling

Northeastern on both the
offensive and defensive boards.
Captain Marguerite W eissmuller kept our girls composed,
and by half-time Northeastern
had pulled within five points,
-26-21.

A dangerous pressure was
building though, and it was
not relieved by the nervous ten
minute half-time break. Concordia came out steaming in
the third quarter; and Northeastern appeared helpless .
Then Kathy Chrismyre got
stomped on in the backcourt.
Really, the Concordia girl did
everything to Kathy short of
by George Tomaszewski
4:59 left, the ,Eagles took their first lead of the game 76-75. At
On Jan. 30, the Eagles 'engaged Chicago Circle in a conference 3:02 left the Eagles increased their lead to 85-79 on a three point . tying Kathy to her foot and
battle on Circle's homecourt. The final score, 94-90, UNI winning,
using her as a sneaker. In
play by Ethan Loveless. Circle fought back and with :02 left the
does not indicate anything about the incredible contest which had score 92-90, Jim. DiMatteo was fouled and converted both free
vengeance, Pam. Nicketta (17
the Eagles, at one point in the second half, down by 19 points. In throws to insure an Eagle victory. John Waytula said, "We had , pts.), Marguerite Weissmuller
(10 pts. ), and Laurie Foster (8
tq.e first half, Circle built a 24-18 lead with 12:29 remaining.
to win. That's all there was to it."
Circle was shooting at a torrid 64 per cent clip from the outside
pts), poured it on, and rallied
On Jan. 31 the Eagles picke~up where they left off at Circle by
Northeastern within one point
as well as penetrating the Eagles' weak defense for inside shots.
edging Eastern Michigan 87-85. Eastern won the opening tip but
· However, some poor officiating under~eath the boards also led to
of
Concordia, 34-33, by the end
that was about all they won in the firsthalf as the Eagles
of the third quarter. several Circle lay-up ~hots. Circle continued to shoot well and led domim\ted play. With 13:55 left in the first half, UNI leading
at the half 53-39. What happened in the second half was nothing 13-11, tlie Eagles proceeded to tally 11 straight unanswered
Then the fourth quarter! In
short of unbelievable as the momentum, for several reasons,
wild, wild action, Pam Nicketpoints with Dan Crawford leading the way. Dan finished · the
shifted to the Eagles' side. It could have been John Waytula's
ta, Northeastern's high scorer
night with a game high 21 points. He was quick to point out that
inspiring dive for a loose ball that led to a DiMatteo jumper
took a blow to the face. Ms.
his teammates' feeds and efforts accounted for most of hi_s scor_es.
seconds later, that sparked the club. I was very impressed with
Gusic, Northeastern's coach,
At 6:37 left Bruce Fudge entered the game and clicked off three
Waytula 's performance at both ends of the court. What he
called on sub Lourdes Ubides
straight 22 footers to give UNI a 40-19 bulge. UNI led at the half
<li;splayed that night has been long over due. There was blazin'
who
entered the game and was
50-33. At 9:33 left in the game Eastern cut UNI's lead to 63-56.
Bruce Fudge flying up and down _court, who hit the clutch
bounced
around like a volleyAt 5:29 left an O'Gradney tip in gave UNI a 75-65 lead. Eastern
buckets in the final minutes. There was Gary S.~ who hit for 29
ball by Concordia. Lourdes
again fought back to within b points, 76-71, at 4:32 remaining.
with his soft high arching shots. There was Ethan Loveless, who
calmly took the abuse, and the
Gary Staniec, who finished the game with 20 points, beat
tossed in 15 pre_cious points, determined to hol_d his ground at
free
throws, and Northeastern
Eastern's press for a bucket. Crawford followed with 2 free
center despite poor officiating and abuse underneath the boards.
was still very much in the
throws and Staniec connected again on a 20footer, at 3:14-left to
There was Jim DiMatteo, although very exhausted, played
game when Pam Nicketta
give UNI a 82-71 margin. Eastern again refused to succomb and
tremendous de~nse . on sheer desire. And there was the
insisted on re-entering the
with 35 seconds left was down 84-83. Marty O'Gradney was
thundering support of the loyal 'rowdies' in the stands. At 12 : 14
game,
in spite of her swollen
fouled and converted 2 free throws to give UNI a 86-83 lead.
left to play UNI trailed 70-58. But i':} a titanic uphill .battle, at
eye.
Eastern hit a basket with 8 seconds to go and with one second
Eighteen seconds left. Our
left O'Gradney was fouled again and converted I of 2 free throws
girls
were clinging to a dizzy 3
for the final score of 87-85.
point
lead. Northeastern's Ms.
On Feb. 2, UNI took possession of first place in their
Guzic calmly told her team,
conference the CCBC by posting a 68-55 win against St. Xavier.
" No fouls-let them shoot
(I'd like to iicknowledge thanks to Ms. Karen Broecker who
outside-get
the rebound."
covered the contest). UNI took the lead 15-6 at 13:57 remaining
The pressure fell on Northbehind the outside shooting of Jim DeMatteo and Gary Staniec.
eastern ' s inside defenders
At 8 :30 left, Xavier battled back to take a 20-19 lead. The game
Linda Harty and Laurie
was tied at 28 all with 1:23 left. With 12 seconds left a .Crawford
Foster. A foul and a basket
breakaway gave UNI a 30-28 lead which they carried into the
would kill Northeastern. Conlocker room at the half. In the second half the contest cpntinued
cordia took two -outside shots, .
to be furiously and physically played. At 17:55 left, Jim
missed
both, but hit on the
DiMatteo was knocked down to the floor, but fortunately didn't
third. But then it was too late.
suffer any serious injury, and was replaced by Bruce Fudge, the
Laurie Foster cooly waited for
score was 32 all at the tim_e. Fudge and Staniec led the attack the
the buzzer and didn't rush an
gave UNI a 51-42 lead with 9 minutes left to play. Marty
inbound
pass. It ended 44-43,
O'Gradney played a crucial role in that attack as he swept the
and for such a furious game
boards for 14 rebounds. JI of those came iri the second half. At
both teams were surprisingly
3:12 left Ethan Loveless cJicked on a jumper that gave UNI a
subdued after it ended. Every. . 63-48 lead. The ·contest then got slightly out of hand but the
one had given all they had.
Eagles kept cool to record their fifth straight conference victory.
There was no energy left to
UNI. is 5-2 in conference play. The Eagles take on Trinity
cheer or cry.
(Photo by Roseann Podraza) Christian Feb. 9 in an important conference battle, at UNI.
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Homecourt No Help for Circle Cagers

